Media Powerhouse Group

The Media Powerhouse Group was formed to bring like-minded businesses
together to service all elements of the Audio Visual and Large-Scale Print
industries. Whilst the businesses that currently make up the Group are in
three very distinct markets, there is crossover between all three.
The Media Powerhouse Group have built an enviable reputation for
delivering exceptional results across the various industries we service and
we aim to provide an inspiring, top quality and effective end-product to our
client base.

and most importantly the best team to seamlessly fit into our production
workflows and with Media Powerhouse we get all three. They help us create

“

“

Our events and broadcasts need the best AV equipment, the right skills

something truly amazing and help us transform our in person events and online broadcasts into memorable experiences.

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Media Powerhouse, the rental division of the Media Powerhouse Group. Since 2007 we have
been providing AV equipment rental, scenic solutions and technical support to the events industry. In doing
so we have developed partnerships with most of the leading event management companies, the worlds top
equipment manufacturers and many of the UK and Europe’s most prestigious venues. Media Powerhouse
prides itself on the quality of its equipment and the calibre of its people. With £4M of rental fleet stock and
an extraordinary range and depth of expertise we can tailor solutions exactly to our client’s needs.

Video
Most events are bought to life by the visual technology and the way it is deployed. Video has the
power to grasp and hold and audience’s attention, so it is vital that you get this right. Our team has
been successfully specifying, sourcing and supplying state of the art video technologies for decades.
We hold stock of pretty much all video hardware including LCD screens of every size, LED screen
technology, a full range of projectors, a vast array of video processing, content delivery systems and
broadcast camera packages.

Audio
The best sound comes from the most appropriate high-quality equipment, and that’s exactly what we
supply. With the audio industry taking a huge step into the digital era, Media Powerhouse is making
sure that we are investing in the latest and greatest audio technology. Our audio inventory includes a
complete range of d&b speakers and amplification, the latest in Shure Axient microphone technology,
Yamaha QL series desks along with a large selection of distribution equipment and processing.

Staging
Media Powerhouse provides a comprehensive scenic construction and rental service. We can design
and build complete bespoke stage sets for your conference, exhibition or event, or simply produce
an individual piece of furniture. If bespoke is not what you are looking for you will almost certainly
find what you need in our repository of stock sets, including View Light, the reusable modular staging
system. At Media Powerhouse we make it our business to have the flexibility to cater for every
element of your requirement however unique or extraordinary.

Lighting
Lighting will set the mood for any event. Our expert lighting designers / engineers can transform
your entire space with our new range of state-of-the-art LED lighting fixtures, including anything
from battery uplighters to specialist moving lights. Our investment into LED fixtures across our entire
lighting fleet means increased efficiency and lower energy usage and helps us in our strive to become
a greener company.

Rigging
From a projector screen to a museum exhibit Media Powerhouse has the experience and knowledge
to safely suspend whatever you require. We have invaluable experience with a wide variety of
specialist installations, understanding the legal and safety requirements of each individual project.

Powerhouse Systems team, during this time they have assisted us on our
audio visual requirements and have provided a high quality of service. Their

“

“

We at the QEII Conference Centre have a long standing relationship with the

technical prowess and extremely reliable service & maintenance team has
provided valued support to our team here at the QEII.

INTRODUCTION
Powerhouse Systems is an audiovisual system integration business, and is part of the Media
Powerhouse Group. We provide bespoke design, supply and installation services to a variety of
sectors including broadcast, corporate, themed entertainment, venues, education and DOOH.
Pioneers in the convergence of AV and IT, Powerhouse Systems’ solutions embrace the best of
new technology creating efficient, collaborative, holistic environments. We have a track record of
delivering immediate, sustainable business improvement to organizations of every size and sector.
The Powerhouse Systems team possess specialist skills across all audio visual and broadcast
disciplines with extensive experience delivering turnkey solutions.

Design
We have an in-house design team that are multi-disciplined, comprising of broadcast engineers,
network engineers, AV designers, and CAD experts. Covering full design and documentation services,
the team provide schematics, rack layouts, cable schedules, as well as plans and elevations. From a
meeting room, to a complete television studio using the latest AVoIP protocols, the design team can
provide a robust and easy-to-use solution to fit requirements.

Rack Build
Ranging from small credenza style racks for meeting rooms to multiple large full height equipment
racks for control rooms to server rooms Powerhouse Systems has the experience and knowledge to
build, test and commission to the highest standards. Our in-house facilities allow full construction and
testing in a safe environment to reduce impact onsite. With knowledge of both the broadcast and AV
industry we understand the specific requirements of the clientele and environment to which the racks
are to be used. Our pool of broadcast standard wiremen coupled with our expert inhouse technicians
ensure standards are consistent whatever the size of the project.

Hardware Supply
Powerhouse Systems is completely product agnostic and will provide the best tailor-made solution for
our clients. We have excellent relationships with all the leading brands, manufacturers and technology
providers across the market, both locally and globally. Our team is constantly looking into the latest
products being released and familiarising themselves with these products therefore providing
dynamic technology-based solutions.

Installation
Our in-house installation teams pride themselves in providing some of the neatest and professional
installs in the AV and broadcast world. We are trained to terminate and test all cable and connector
types, and are able to work around any issues that crop up on site. Rack build is taken on by
broadcast wiremen who ensure beautiful looking rack build and wiring, because aesthetics don’t stop
in the boardroom. The presentation of our installation is extremely important and plays a key part in
complimenting the working solution provided.

Programming
We have experienced fully certified in-house programmers who manage various control systems
including Crestron, Extron, AMX and QSC. The team attend regular training courses to stay up to
date with the latest developments from all major manufacturers and have all the qualifications and
experience for network based signal distribution and management protocols including practical indepth knowledge gained on complex converged networks. We create and design programs that allow
the user of a room to interact with the audiovisual equipment in that location from a single easy-to-use
interface which maximises user adoption. We have unrivalled experience and skillsets with in-house
projection image mapping, videowall control processors and LED wall commissioning.

Service and Maintenance
The Powerhouse Systems service & maintenance team is a dedicated department within the
organisation concentrating on the support of customers AV systems long after completion. Support
can be provided both remotely and /or on-site. We offer three levels of service contract which can be
tailored to suit client specific needs. Our business development team collaborates with the clientele to
identify the correct SLA’s to protect the AV investment and provide absolute peace of mind.

“

“

I was blown away when I walked in this morning. Love it, love it, love it! Thanks
to all the team who designed and installed over the weekend.

INTRODUCTION
The Creative Place is a multi-service agency and print production house, partnering with you to
elevate your brand. From start up to global organisations our approach is to work with you to
develop innovative and flexible solutions.

Large Format Print
Utilising eco-friendly and ethically sourced materials, we maintain colour consistency through our
GMG Colour Server across all stages from proofing to final delivery, producing anything from leaflets
& brochures to 3D POS and large-format experience graphics. We understand that time-lines can be
tight, and always work with you to achieve your deadlines.

Finishing
We have an unrivalled pedigree, market-leading technology and innovative, creative solutions united
with extensive technical knowledge. Our proven track record and ability to be flexible whilst delivering
outstanding results sets us apart from an agility point of view to provide completed projects within
required timeframes.

Installation
Whether we’re despatching to multiple locations or your central DC, every delivery is tracked
and monitored to ensure safe arrival. Our teams can also co-ordinate in-store installation on a
national level.

Design
Creating or refreshing a brand is about more than just a logo. We work with you to understand and
define your business identity, and form a 360 view including colour palette, typography guidelines
and tone of voice as well as full range of logo marks and how to use them in different situations both
online and offline.

Web Design
Whether you have an existing site needing an update or you’re starting from scratch, our web design
team will initially take the same discovery approach to understand your brand and the market you sit
in. Competitor and keyword analysis is essential up front before you start to think about content, as
is site mapping to create the right navigation and user journey through your website and to keep the
Google robots happy.

3D Visualisation
When you’re investing in large projects, a flat proof may not always be effective. Working in 3D we
help you to visualise your floor space and bring your vision to life, starting from a wire frame and
adding your graphics and lighting to save you any surprises further down the line.
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